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Our Client

Value

A process of launching the drug to market is a vast
and very complex undertaking. Starting from clinical
trials and ending with meeting regulatory demands in
various countries across the globe, there are many
pitfalls and difficulties to be tackled.

The client’s existing platform was a product launch
management plan for the pharmaceutical industry,
which included adjusted templates and guidance,
reports on different levels and overall progress status.
Due to different hierarchy systems and user access
permissions, complexity of tasks to be categorised
under the right element, the logic of the system was
one of the toughest challenges to overcome.

An appropriate set of specialized tools that our client
is designing can significantly decrease an amount of
resources and time required. Our client provides a set
of services and solutions for the global life sciences
industry. In the attempt to protect their market share
and to deliver new products and features faster, they
started to collaborate with us.

We also had to find a way to determine the completion
status of the tasks and to convert stored procedures
into fully configured special dashboards.
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Alignment of a global product
launch at all structure levels to clarify
execution and optimization
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Hierarchical
project
management
tool

Detailed
reports and
charts
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Elimination of communication gaps between
multiple teams and levels of responsibility

Dashboards and reports personalization
with configurable widgets
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Alerts and
notifications
subscription

Audit trails
functionality
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6

Configurable
user interface
layouts

Single
sign on
security
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Customized data aggregation from basic
units to high-level executive dashboards

Technologies
Java

Oracle

Highcharts

Detailed change log and project
versioning with roll back features

Extended security with deep integration
into client’s IT infrastructure
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Parent status
roll ups

Multi-level data
import and
export feature

Product lauch tree import and
export capabilities

Project Details
ExtJS

Git

Effective instrument to get a quick overview of
progress and status of a global launch readiness

PostgreSQL

Jenkins

Location: New Jersey, USA
Industry: Pharma
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